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Veteran Jacob Stearne and athlete Pia Sabel are all that stands between right — and a world full of deadly wrongs. The

pair takes on corrupt politicians, rogue corporations, financiers and bankers in three novels ripped from tomorrow’s

headlines.

Join over 100,000 readers riveted by nearly 1,000 pages of murder, betrayal, rogues, and traitors. From the originJoin over 100,000 readers riveted by nearly 1,000 pages of murder, betrayal, rogues, and traitors. From the origin

story of THE GENEVA DECISION, the horrors of corrupt politicians in BRING IT, to the madness unveiled instory of THE GENEVA DECISION, the horrors of corrupt politicians in BRING IT, to the madness unveiled in

ELEMENT 42, you’ll love the irresistible characters, the chilling evil masterminds, and gripping situations. As oneELEMENT 42, you’ll love the irresistible characters, the chilling evil masterminds, and gripping situations. As one

VineVoice reviewer said, “I could not put this book down.”VineVoice reviewer said, “I could not put this book down.”

Jacob Stearne was a killing machine for the Army until he started listening to Mercury, winged messenger of the

Roman gods. Now he works for Sabel Security. This irresistible hero is definitely lethal—but is he divinely guided,

completely insane, or the next rampage killer?

Ever since Pia Sabel witnessed her parents’ murders, she’s been looking for ways to eliminate the corrupt and

murderous. When her adopted father hands her the keys to a security company staffed with battle-scarred veterans,

she discovers her calling as a chilling avenging angel.

Be sure to look for Death and Dark Money, Sabel Security #4, and Death and the Damned, Sabel Security #5 toBe sure to look for Death and Dark Money, Sabel Security #4, and Death and the Damned, Sabel Security #5 to

complete your collection!complete your collection!
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Book #1 - THE GENEVA DECISION: When criminals assassinate her first customer, retired soccer star and new CEO

Pia Sabel must turn around her sinking security firm and hunt down oil pirates. Chapter 5: She plunged into
shocking cold water. Something tugged at her torso, pulling her down. The current of the Rhone flowed out of Lake
Léman and into a narrow penstock, or inlet tube, that once fed the power plant’s turbines. She was in that current,
slipping into that penstock. She had to swim out immediately or get sucked into a kilometer-long tube. Clawing at
the water, she struggled upward, sinking as much as she rose.

Book #2 - BRING IT: When Pia Sabel is abducted after trying to bust a ring of deviant criminals, it’s up to veteran

agent Jacob Stearne to navigate the dark web of deceit and lies to save her from her torturous captors. Chapter 3: She
kicked hard and fast. Her foot moved between his knees so quickly he had no time for defense. The sole of her
running shoe connected with the leg of his chair. The chair skittered backward until one of the legs found a crack in
the sidewalk, caught it, and flipped end over end with a series of loud clanks. In the same instant, she grabbed his tie.
His butt was behind him, halfway to the now-missing chair. His backbone was forty-five degrees from standing.

Book #3 - ELEMENT 42: When a drug company tests a deadly disease only their patented drug can cure,

overconfident heiress Pia Sabel and unstable veteran Jacob Stearne are all that stands between right and deadly

wrong. Chapter 1: The voice in my head returned when I stopped taking my meds. My caseworker said the voice was
part of my condition—PTSD-induced schizophrenia—but I call him Mercury, the winged messenger of the gods, and
a damn good friend.
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